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FMIT-THE FUSION MATERIALS IRRADIATION TEST FACILITY*

Don Liska and Milton D. Machalek
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alemos, NM 87545

Summary

One of the major problems facing future fusion
reactor designers will be the choi~e of materials
with which to build the containment vessel. Although
hundreds of millions of dollars are being invested in
fusion research around the world, and optimism exists
that fusion power will become available by the end of
the century, we cannot today build a practical power
plant because we cannot positively specify a material
that will withstand the irradiation of high flux,
14-Mev neutrons for adequate lengths of time. High
:ates of helium and hydrogen production, transmuta-
tion, and l.xtensiveirradiation damage all result
when materials are subjected to 14-MeV neutrons. lt
is essential now that we build e machine that can
produce these neutrons by means other then fw..tonand
at flux levels sufficiently high so that material
assessments can be made in time periods substantially
shorter than projected encLof-life spans under normal
operating conditions. Such a machine can be used to
support all facets of the fusion energy program,
whether it be magnetic or inertial confinement that
eventually proves to be most effective. This machine
must be put into operation by the mM-1980’s so that
preliminarymaterials data can bemede available by
1990 to confirm reference material choices and provide
a basis for development of advanced materials.

!ljoint effort by the Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory (HEDL) and Los Alamos Sci-
entific Laboratory (LASL) has produced a Preliminary
design for a Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facil-
ity (FMIT) that uses a high-power linear accelerator
to fire a deuteron beam into ahl@-speed jet of
molten lithium. The result is a continuous energy

spectrum of neutrorm with a 14-MeV average energy
which can irradiate nwterial samples to projected
end-of-life levels in about 3 years, with a total
accumulated fluence of 10a’ to 101zn/cmz.

lntroduct~on

Fi~re 1 shows en overvien of the FMIT facil-
ity with the accelerator in the foreground and an

~Ork performed mder the auspiicesof the U.S.
Department of Energy.

active test cell at the left end of the near leg of
the l-ligt!Energy Beam Transport (HEBT) line. At the
of 10 cfi?,with a 14-MeV average neutron energy. A
considerably larger volume at reduced flux surrounds
the hot core. To meet these gaals, a 100-mA contin-
uous duty deuteron beam at 35-Mev is reqiiiredto be
focused on a lithiur taryt with a3-cmby l-cm spot
size (FWHM). LASL is designing the accelerator to
produce this beam andHEDL is developing the lithium
target. Table I gives the principal accelerator and
target specifications.

The designs from the three major contrac-
tors, FEDL, LASL, and the architect-engineer,
Ralph M. Parsons Co., will be brwght togz:therat
H17L and assembled into a facility that will become
fully operational in 1985, after one year of testing

TABLE 1
ACCEIIRATOR AND TARGET SPECIFICATIONS

Particle
Duty Factor
Frequency
output Energies
Maximum Beam Current
Avex3ge Energy Gain
Injector Energy
Low-Beta Accelerator (IUCJ)Dutput
Nutier of LinRC Tanks
NUtier of Drift ‘dbes
Inner Oiameter ~f Linac Tanks
Length of LineL Tanks
Total Le@h u- Acc?l”retor
Total RF powe?
operating Pressure
MEIXE.Field (Kilpatrick)
shunt Impedance
Target Material
Jet Velocity
Jet Thickness
MSX Beam Power Deposition
Average Inlet Temperature
Average outlet Temperature

Deuterons
lfxl%
80 MHz
~o & 35 M@/
lCkJmA
1 WJ/m
100 kev
2 I&v
~
72
2.48 &2.40m
3> m
42.7 m
5.5 Mw
10-s torr
10,6 Mv/rll
37 MfVm
Lithium
1660 cm/s
1,9 cm
2 Mu/cm’
220’JC
270°C
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and tune-up. Such a cooperative e?fort with such a
high-power system requires that all possible design
and fabrication problems be anticipated in advance.
For this reason, a 5-MsV prototype of the FMIT has
been desig?ed for installation and test at LASL. The
energy selected reflects the view that most accel-
erator design problems occur at the low-energy end of
the machine. The prototype, which will operate with
a continuws duty beam power of 500 kw, also will
provide a b&se for instrumentationand control soft-
ware development and operator training. Sirw.dtane-
ously, an experimental lithium-target system will be
tested atHEDL. Marriage of the two systems will not
occur until the FMIT is assenbled at HEOL.

Beam Targeting

A sketch o? a representative lithium target
design is shown inFiQ. 2. Despite the problem of
interfacing with an accelerator vacuum system, molten
lithhmwas chosenas the target material forFMIT
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Fig. 7. FMIT llthium target,

for several sound reasons. When usedin a stripping
reaction to :elease ~eutrons frum the deuteron beam,
the neutron field primarily is that a moving liquid
metal allows the target itself to be passive, with
high mechanical reliability. Other factors are the
low vapor pressure of lithium, its low density, high
volumetric heat capacity, and its high heat transfer
coefficient. No film barrier can isolate the HEBT
from the lithium surface because of the beam’s high
power density and short range. To aid the integrity
of the lithium surface, the jet nmves in a curved
pat~,through the beam at a velocity of-1660 cm/s.
In passing through the beam, a thermal stripe of
superheated lithium reaches a peak temperature of
over 800°C at tk,eBragg peak. Some lithium vapor is

expected to move back into ‘he HEBT (-2-3 g/yr) as
well as larger quantities because of spallation and
possibly bulk quantities if target failure occurs.
The impact of such interactions is one of the major
interface problems still Imder assessment.

The HEBT can deliver the beam to either of two
test cells by a bipolar bending magnet at the bea,n-
line junction.

The Accelerator System

Figure 3 shows the accelerator system, Him
reliability and high availability wide the design of

the accelerator, because the facility must operate
essentially as a factory for neutrom to meet the
materials testing goals set up by the experimenters.
Therefore, the injection voltage is kept low, around
100 kV, which erhances the ion source and accelerat-
ing column reliability. In fact, tests are underway
to determine the effectiveness of the source at even
lotiervolt~ges, 50-75 kV. Nmnally, such low injec-
tion vdtageS, coupled with the massive deuteron beam
pose a serious mechanical dasign problem for the linac
becausa the cell-length BA is so short. In addi-
tion, the capture efficiency of a drift tube linac
operatlnc directly ~f~ such low-!njection voltages
would bu extremely poor. This problem is circumvented
by use ofan intermediate low-beta linac, the new
Radio-Frequency Quadruple (RFQ), which efficiently
captures ~ver 90% of the low energy injected beam and
raises its energy to 2 Mev where 13A= 17.? cm. This
greatly simplifies desi~ of the first dri.t tube, as
well as allowing more effective capture of the beam
by tbe linac. The RFQ 1s a revolutionary accelerator
concept, first proposed by the Russians, and designed
and tested in this country for use in FMIT by LASL
r~searchers.
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Fig, 3, rMIT Accelerator System.



The outstanding advantage of the RFQ is the fact
that it focuses the beam with electric fields that
vary at radio-frequencies;this allows effective
focusing a: low energies. By machining the struc-
ture’s vane tip low-erlergyfocusing can be blended
with longitudinal accelerating field components to
provide two additional operations: bunching and
acceleration. The RFQ’s output beam displays low
emittance growth and is well bunched; it is ideally
suited for matching into a drift-tube li~ac. A
425+liz proof-of ]rincipal (PCP) working model of the
RFQ was tested at LASL in early 1979; it met or
exceeded all design expectations in accelerating a
proton beam. Figure 4 shows a drawing of this device,
enclosed in an RF manifold tank. The 80-t.tlzFMIT

SECTION

F-z=T-i--l

RFQ POP TEST CAVITY

Fig, 4. RFIJPOP Test Cavity.

RFQ is Physicel.lymuch larger than the POP model and
must carry away several hundred kilowatts of RF power
dissipation; it 1s similar in all beam-dynamicel
respects to the high-frequency experiment, and 1s
expected to perform well in the FMIT. one of the
major mechanical differences between the two is that
POP waveguide coupling is not practical in the FMIT
because of the low frequency; therefore, coaxial
drive-loop coilplingis required. However, an RF
manifold, operating in TEM mode, to cross-couple
thrwgh angled slots into the TE lo-like mode

?requiredby the RFQ ch’1.ity itsel , is a sound
approach,

The drift-tube linac accelerates the beam from
2 h+?fto35 MeV with an intermediate energy of 20 MeV,
Obtainedby turning off the downstream tank RF power,
The tank shell 1s steel, sheathed in O.5-cm-thick
copper for ease of fabrication aridfor good thermal
properties. The linac operates at 80 MHz, a corn-
promise between wch factors as the large drift-tube
bore dhneters required (5-8 cm) availability ofRF
amplifiers for high-power cw operation, and the desire
to reduce the physical size of components. ‘he tanks
are post-coupler stabilized and the drift tubes are
asserrtlledinto girder-supportedmodules for ease of
maintenance and alignment, Because of activation of
the drift tubes due to beam spill, manned entry into
the tanks is prohibited after deuteron beam operation
begins. Therefore, the design approach 1s to weld
all RF joints where possible, to avoid all components
et the RF surface of the tank that are difficult to
service (such as water-cooled vacuum grills), and to
fabricate the tanks as twoccwnplete assetilies 18 m
and 15 m long, joined by an lntertank spacer, All
peripheral components, including the drift-tube
girders, canbe removed from the outside. Benin
steering is provided by steering CO1lS superimposed
on the quadruple magnets in the front-end drift
tubes, but excessive use of such steering introduces
sextupole field distortions. The best way to avoid
steering 1s precision sllgnment. This is handled IIS
shown inFlg. 5. Eechglrder nastily is preali~ed

‘K/”
Fig. 5. Orift-tube module-to-rroduiealignment.

end checked out in an alignment dock. The entire
assembly is then installed in the tank, where it 1s
supported on kinematic mounts. Optical alignment of
each girder relative tu other girders then assures
accurate alignment of the drift-tube quadruples.

The RF power demand of the linac is 5.5 MW,
delivered by 13 drive loops, The RF loops are ciriven
siirrultaneously,delivering tile required power under
the control of amplitude and phase servos. Dif-
ficulties with multi-loop drive at high power will be
assessed in the prototype program at LASL. Although
the FMIT is rated for cc,ntinuous-dutyoperation,
~lsed operation is also possible to assist in check-
out ana tuneup at full curren~ but at low average-beam
pbwer.

Beam Losses and HEBT

Many accelerstois, which typically optr~te in
@seal mode, deliver high peak currents for short
pr?rids. No machine today opr-ratescw at the average
beam ,:urrentof the FMIT. So’nebeam rwst inevitably
be lost to the structure of the linficand the beqm
transport system, Activation in tileFMIT i’,due to
direct deuteron interactions, which are .s~,cmtrange,
as well as to neutrorlproduction, which activates the
stlucture OF the accelersturt and the wall~ of the
facility, k~.sinn studies of such a facility assumed
M loss model of 10 UA/m. LASL estimates, based on
LAWF and other high current machines, allow about
0.1% beam loss or about 3 @/m with “hot-spots” at
the m~tchir’gsectjcm from the RFIJantiat the switching
and btnding magnets in the HEBT. Some of the inwne-
diate results of power loss and activation considera-
tion? $ppear in the FMIT desigr,as water-cooled bore
tubes in th’ first few linac drift tub!?sfollowing
the RFQ, gr d plating and lead shfeldingof the linac
bore tube- from 10 MeV to 35 MeV, Zno use of water-
cooled aluminum beam tubinb in the }!EBT, Other pas-
sive meesures taken are the provlslon of beam scrapers
at varjcus points in the tEBT ano lead sheethlng of
the HEBT Xmponerlts to reduce residual gamma tields.
Some ccwnponentsin the HEBT, such as beamline valves
and certain dia~ostlc ecluipwn?nt,may still require
remote maintenance; therrfore, the ltEBT1s being
designed with adeuuate accessibility to allow for
such n!alntenance. Bridge cranes are provided “or
both the linac and WEBT,

Upstreamof the HEBT is the Energy Olsparsion
Cevity (E~), ullichdisperses the essentially mono-
ener @tic llnac beam sufficiently to aid the target

‘iin 1 mlting beawpower tieposltionto 2 W/cm’, ‘The
HEBT la a perlodlc trnnnpxt systerrithat cm accept a
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